Developing technologies that support collaboration requires understanding how knowledge and expertise are shared and distributed among community members. In this article, we explore two forms of knowledge distribution structures, coordination and cooperation, that are central to successful collaboration, among members in political communities. We propose a novel method for detecting the coordination of strategic communication among these members. Our method is grounded on diverse research in communications, centering on the idea that a "semantic burst" (a sudden burst in the usage of a particular set of concepts by multiple individuals within a short time) is a signature of communication coordination. We detect such semantic bursts as being the rapid emergence of unusual three-word sequences (trigrams). We apply our method to public statements by U.S. Senators in the 112th U.S. Congress. Several cases of bursts detected by this method are examined, each corresponding to a theoretical explanation for semantic convergence. Coordination and cooperation networks amongst Senators are then constructed from the semantic convergences that are detected. The structures of these networks are compared to one another and to networks and attributes gathered for the Senate. Results indicate that the detected networks reflect certain underlying tendencies in the social relationships amongst Senators. Analysis of the networks also reveals interesting differences in how members of the different parties select whom to converge with.
Introduction
Developing technologies that support collaboration requires an understanding of how knowledge and expertise are shared and distributed among individuals in both formal organizations or more informal social groups. However, knowledge distribution structures vary greatly with the culture and inner workings of different groups. These endogenous structures implicitly influence how group members interact with each other and perform as a whole. Hence, capturing the knowledge distribution structures specific to individual groups has been an intriguing problem in studying human collaborations. In this article, we explore two forms of knowledge distribution structures, coordination and cooperation, that are central to successful collaboration, among members in political communities.
identifying these cases, analysis can then be tuned more finely to examine the potential causes of and processes involved in this coordination.
In the context of politics, communicating effectively through public statements is important for politicians. Through effective strategic communication, politicians can influence both media and voters, promoting attention to favored positions as well as favorable interpretations for their own policies and unfavorable interpretations of opponents and their views [5] [6] [7] .
Despite the recognition that strategic communication is important to a politician's ability to gain power and win elections, little research has considered the social processes that influence politicians' communication strategies. Outside of the study of politicians and those in power, a variety of research suggests that coordination and cooperation in strategic communication are critical to the success and failure of political and social movements [8, 9] . While it is possible that the achievement of formally elected positions of power reduces or obviates the need for strategic communication coordination, there is also reason to expect this would not be the case. At the very least, political parties appear to be highly influential in the persuasion of audiences [10, 11] . Furthermore, many of the arguments for the advantages that elected politicians possess in strategic communication, such as the ability to provide information subsidies to media outlets, suggest that pooling and coordinating resources across individuals would also have benefits [12, 13] .
In this study we focus on one such pattern of traces: rapid semantic convergence, which we defined as sudden bursts in the frequency with which particular phrases, measured as trigrams, are used in the public statements of U.S. Senators. The basic logic of this approach is that rapid semantic convergence indicates a coordinating mechanism -a causal process that brings senators' together linguistically.
We articulate four broad candidates for these coordinating processes: emergent contexts and events, shared persuasive interests, rhetorical innovation, and collaboration. For each of these categories we describe the extent to which the process that leads to convergence is a matter of individual and/or collective choices on the part of the individuals. If the behavioral structural signatures, in the form of shared language, can be identified, the incidence of these signatures may provide substantial insight into how politicians coordinate their activities and influence on another.
The article is structured as follows. Followed by a review of related work, we provide the theoretical and empirical foundations for our approach. We illustrate these theoretical processes with examples detected by our method from the public statements of U.S. Senators. We then articulate our approach for detecting rapid semantic convergence using two methods -a burst detection algorithm as well as a means for detecting joint authorship of public statements. Using these methods, we generate three networks built from the tendency for pairs of senators to suddenly deploy similar language. We compare the structures of these networks and explore their relationship to covariates, such as shared committee membership networks and party leadership structure.
Related Work
There are several ways to measure the underlying construct of "rapid semantic convergence." We briefly review three principle methods for doing so and describe their strengths and weaknesses in capturing the phenomenon of interest.
Correlations in Semantic Frequency. A fundamental question in semantic analysis is semantic representation and extraction. Semantic representation deals with the problem concerning the relationship between "concepts" and "word meanings." Popular approaches include semantic networks and co-occurrence models. Semantic networks is a network based representation that represents the meaning of each word by its relation of other words. For example, in WordNet [14] , words are represented as nodes and semantic relationship are labelled connections between them. It is based on holistic views [15] which assumes a non-decomposable, oneto-one mapping between the lexical representation (the word) and conceptual representations of things, events, etc. In such representation, the connections between words are constructed based on prior knowledge.
A different approach based on co-occurrence analysis seeks to learn the representations of words in terms of their relationship to other words, automatically from corpora of texts. It is based on the assumption that similar words tend to appear in similar contexts. The approach can be found in widely-adopted vector space models such as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [16] and probabilistic models such as Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) [17] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [18] .
In Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [16] , a document is represented as a vector where each dimension corresponds to a separate feature (a term) from the document. The entire corpus is represented as a term-document matrix and the values are commonly determined by the tf-idf weighting scheme [19] . The idea of LSA is to project the documents and their term features into a lower-dimensional latent concept space in order to represent a relation between the terms and some concepts, and a relation between those concepts and the documents. The low-dimension semantic latent space is obtained by decomposing the termdocument matrix using Singular Value Decomposition. Despite its success for modeling implicit semantic structures between documents and words, one issue with this approach is that the resulting dimensions might be difficult to interpret, for example, the LSA approximation of the term-document matrix may contain negative values.
The Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA, or the aspect model) [17] was introduced to overcome the weakness of LSA. It is based on a generative model that associates a latent variable with each occurrence of a word in a document. The Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [18] further improves the pLSA by introducing a Dirichlet prior on document-topic distribution. LDA represent documents as mixtures of topics (like "concepts" in LSA or "aspects" in pLSA), where a topic is a probabilistic distribution over words. Compared to the LSA model, the probabilistic models provide ways of interpreting the relationships between document-topic and topic-word in terms of probability weights.
Such topic mixing representation effectively is compact (the number of topics is significantly fewer than the number of terms) while still preserving salient statistical relationships. However, the resulting topics are synthetic and do not explicitly correspond to the prior knowledge of document topics. Furthermore, the meaning of words are determined without considering its specific contextual use in the documents, which makes it difficult to inform a potential social process corresponding to the particular use of words.
Burst Detection. In time series data, the presence of a burst suggests that the occurrence of a data feature or value is unexpectedly frequent in a short period. This unexpected occurrence is often associated with an unusual event. Intuitively, burst detection can be achieved by identifying a burst region where the data value exceeds certain threshold. The threshold can be determined based on heuristics [20] , different data distribution assumptions [21] or statistical tests [22] . The Cumulative Sum (CUSUM) method [23] is one of the most popular statistical approach for change point detection. However, threshold-based methods lack flexibility to recognize bursts with various lengths, for example, a longer burst may be identified as several short bursts. Kleinberg [24] proposed a statebased model using Hidden Markov Model (HMM), which extends the threshold-based method with a more relaxed threshold. The idea behind this method is that it models the state transitions as low-probability events, and a cost function is assigned such that a smooth state tends to be more persistent than transitions. Mane and Böner [25] used this method to track the temporal evolution of major topics in scientific publication. In their study, the potential topic words are pre-specified according to Biologists' domain knowledge. 2 . Although the state-based burst detection method has the ability to identify longer bursts with noises, it remains a challenge to deal with emergent topics or ambiguous signals -the variable notion of threshold makes it difficult to recognize whether there is a drift in the meaning of a given term.
As described above, previous work has focused on identifying the meaning of terms and expressions observed in semantic trace data and grouping documents and individuals based on these shared meanings. In these contexts, rapid semantic convergence would represent shared understandings and intentions among group members [26, 27] . Yet another way to conceive of rapid semantic convergence is as the residue of a group process that imposes itself on individual behavior independent of textual meaning. More precisely, when individuals converge in their public use of language it might be because, as typical models assume, they have reached a consensual agreement regarding a shared set of ideas, with their words reflecting this unified psychological state. However, their convergent semantic behavior may also reflect the fact that the group, or incentives within the group, has the power to encourage them to issue statements that differ from their personal views or which mean things they do not personally intend or even technically understand. That is, incentives for conformity or specialization may lead group members to parrot one another's language independent of the meaning of the phrases or their precise feelings about them.
The possibility that the higher order structures and incentives of the group as a whole encourage or compel semantic convergence suggests it may be useful to analyze semantic convergence in a different way. In particular, it may be useful to assess the observable features of individuals and the social relations that lead them to converge with one another independent of the meaning of the statements around which such convergence takes place. Thus, in the next section, we enumerate several of these higher order incentives.
referents might be features of the environment or events that have taken place [29] .
When applying concepts to describe situations or identify particular ideas or entities, individuals tend to begin by applying basic categories [29, 30] . Basic categories are those that best balance the trade-off between specificity in communicating information and availability to speakers and familiarity to audiences [30, 31] . That is, the concept is specific enough to carry a narrow set of appropriate applications but general enough so that it can be applied frequently, making it accessible through memory and familiar to different individuals. Basic categories settle in particular locations based on the frequency with which different features appear in the environment [30, 32] . See [29] for a review. For example, children tend to learn the category "bird" before learning more specific categories such as "robin" [32] . Once experienced in identifying "birds," children then move on to make finer distinctions based on more commonly experienced kinds of birds (e.g. robins) [32, 33] . Experts tend to share more specific categories, such that individual items may often have highly specific names [34] [35] [36] .
Basic categories help make communication intelligible to an audience. The incentive to conform to basic category use is thus often a response to the state or structure of an audience, even when that audience is unseen. [37] show that in communities with a cohesive social structure, individuals are more likely to articulate statements in commonly held terms. When social structure is more fractured, they revert to more idiosyncratic expressions that may more precisely reflect their own ideas but are not well understood by others.
In order to gain or maintain visibility and influence with media and constituents, politicians may be compelled at times to respond to the news of the day or novel events [6, 38] . These events may cause semantic convergence by compelling politicians to describe or take a position for which the set of basic categories or specialized terms is already convergent [39] .
For example, the death of Osama bin Laden in May, 2011 had important implications for both U.S. foreign and domestic policy. Accordingly, several U.S. Senators issued press releases immediately following the report of his death 3 . Furthermore, since bin Laden's name was widely known and recognized, Senators referred to him by name. Thus, our method reveals a sudden convergence in the use of the name "Osama bin Laden" in Senators public statements. Ninety senators used the name "Osama bin Laden" in a public statement within approximately 1 week of his death.
Politicians also must address more mundane, scheduled events or changes in policy context. As the agenda for debate and discussion shifts from one proposed policy to another, the categories and entities that politicians name will also shift accordingly [40] . The beginning of debate on a particular topic within the Senate can lead several Senators to comment publicly on it, leading to semantic convergence. This convergence is due to the limited set of categories that can be used to describe aspects of the topic in a way that is broadly intelligible to the public and the media. For example, in early October, 2011, the Senate debated the terms of trade with several nations. The basic category used to refer to these contracts is "free trade agreements." Thus, the phrase "free trade agreements" was used by 33 Senators within a one week period 4 . While this may have been the result of strategic coordination (negotiation between the Senators in which bill to discuss), the semantic convergence it breeds may not be the result of any explicit cooperation between senators that discuss it using the same terms. Thus, cases such as these represent exogenous sources of strategic communication coordination.
Shared Interests in Persuasion. Political discourse is inherently persuasive. Politicians seek electoral advantage in their use of public statements [7, 40] . Politicians can influence the ways in which their constituents will interpret their actions by identifying information, arguments, and frames which justify their point of view and cast their decisions in the most favorable light [5] .
Although politicians' electoral fates are ultimately individual, the cooperative nature of political action and the strength of political parties in influencing election outcomes lead politicians to share a variety of persuasive interests. Legislators work together to craft legislation [41] . Co-sponsors of a bill thus share a persuasive interest in the public interpreting the bill and the reasoning behind it in a positive light. More broadly, public interpretation of politicians' individual positions is strongly influenced by party identification and the favorability of the party [10, 11] . Thus, members of the same party share an interest in framing and justifying policies in a manner that benefits their party.
Shared persuasive interest can lead to semantic convergence in two different ways. First, for some individuals, a credible position must be supported 4 by specific reasons and evidence [42] . To persuade these individuals to adopt a particular point of view, politicians will likely draw on specific sources or pieces of evidence. When a particular topic is debated, politicians sharing persuasive interest will exhibit semantic convergence by virtue of their citation and invocation of common arguments, evidence and sources.
Though citizens may often ignore specific information and evidence and rely instead on peripheral cues or sources, media outlets may be more susceptible to these techniques. Many newspapers and other media outlets have limited budgets for information gathering about national policy. Thus, these outlets often rely heavily on politicians to provide not only their positions but the facts and reasons which explain the issues relevant to the policy in question [13] . Since it is in the interest of the politician to provide background information which casts their own position in a favorable light, biased information often becomes the basis of the news that is reported [12] . Influencing these outlets can benefit politicians as voters often cannot identify or remember the sources from which they have received political information [43] . Other media outlets are explicitly biased and seek information to justify their pre-determined support for a particular view [44] . This effect should lead to substantial semantic convergence due to shared persuasive interest as the gains that politicians can achieve by disseminating a new fact that supports their position may be substantial [7] .
For example, in January 2012 several Republican Senators advocated for the approval of the Keystone XL pipeline project. In justifying this position, several of them referred to statistics regarding the increase in oil production the pipeline was expected to yield. During an 8 day period toward the end of the month, 24 Senators used the phrase "oil per day" in their public statements, including several as part of a joint press release 5 . In another example, Senators often cite scores and analyses issued by the Congressional Budget Office to bolster their justification for or critique of a particular bill. On several occasions, the number of Senators referring to the "Congressional Budget Office" increased to more than 20 individuals within a short time period.
In these examples, semantic convergence occurs due to a shared interest in persuasion and an economy in research costs achieved by repeating the same justifications. Much as politicians subsidize the media, they may also subsidize one another, particularly if the knowledge they provide is easy to copy or imitate.
One senator may find a useful statistic or report and cite it, revealing its relevance to others. There is also evidence of cooperative dissemination of evidence and arguments through the release of "talking points" from think tanks and other partisan or issue based interests [45] .
A second way that shared persuasive interest can lead to semantic convergence is through the use of frames [5, 46] . Frames are deployed to suggest interpretations for particular events or policies by highlighting certain aspects of a situation and suppressing others. While for many entities and ideas there are clearly identifiable, unique basic categories or specific names, for others there may be a distribution of appropriate terms or phrases with similar yet imperfect fit [31] . There may exist no dominant term which captures all of the relevant features of a situation, and thus permitting politicians to choose from a set of candidate phrases that frame the issues in a way that is beneficial to them [29, 47] .
Frames appear to be particularly important in persuading individuals that do not pay close attention to specific arguments [38] . An individual may find both of two contradictory frames to be resonant and persuasive [48] . This suggests that when persuading through framing, only the effectiveness of the chosen frame need to be considered. This leads to "crosstalk" in political campaigns in which opponents use different words to discuss the same issues and rarely acknowledge one another's frame, eschewing the other's favored terms [7] . Repetition is also important for frame resonance [8] . The more experience an audience has with a frame, the more credible or legitimate this frame becomes to that audience. Similarly, as a greater number of individuals use a frame, it gains in legitimacy and credibility [49] .
These factors suggest that politicians that share a persuasive interest will benefit substantially from a strategically coordinating their use of frames. A frame which is not optimal for a particular politician's individual agenda may nonetheless be effective if others, such as those in his or her party, agree to use it as well. This suggests that politicians may negotiate to use a consistent set of frames.
For example, at the beginning of the 112th Congress Republican Senators appeared to attempt to consolidate support for their party and opposition to the President. In particular, they highlighted what they perceived to be the failures of the Obama administration through its first mid-term election. In a four day period, ten Republican Senators used the phrase "two years ago" to refer to different aspects of the President's failed policies, including the stimulus package and foreign policy initiatives.
Rhetorical Innovations. The most supportive arguments and facts and the most effective frames are not always obvious or easy to discover. Most individuals tend to possess only a limited number of the total pool of arguments that they would find persuasive on a topic [50] . The supply of frames may be limited as well. Since satisfactory frames are generally sufficient to be persuasive, there is limited need to explore a large set of alternatives to construct a persuasive message [48, 51] . Also, the resonance of novel frames is often difficult to observe without first witnessing the reaction of an audience [52, 53] . These factors create an incentive for politicians to let others invent and try a novel frame before they adopt it themselves.
As a result, politicians may often coordinate their use of words without explicitly conferring or agreeing to do so. This can lead to a diffusion process for rhetorical innovations [54] . That is, there may be limited investment in the development of new phrases or optimization of frames [27] , but if and when one politician happens upon a useful name, fact, or word combination, others that are exposed to the new combination may quickly adopt it and use it in their own statements. This is particularly likely for short, easy to imitate phrases with limited complexity in appropriate use [55] . Like a disease that, once it has "infected" one host can easily exploit other hosts to which it gains access, the novel concept or combination may be latent for some time and suddenly burst through a population of politicians [56, 57] . Thus, it can be expected that a certain degree of discursive imitation of novel phrases or conceptual combinations will occur, leading to semantic convergence with the onset of an "infection" of one individual [56, 58, 59] .
Furthermore, this imitation may be enhanced by the increased recognition and legitimacy the phrase will obtain as it is used more frequently. This can lead not only to increased use of the phrase but also to the reapplication of the phrase to new contexts [60] . That is, once the phrase has been recognized as effective in a particular context, it may be used so frequently as to be more broadly recognizable. Individuals may then import the phrase into new contexts.
For example, following the death of Osama bin Laden, several senators attempted to convey that bin Laden's death, while an important step forward in the effort to limit terrorism, was not the sign that the task was complete. Within 7 days of bin Laden's death, 23 of the Senators that issued statements on this topic used the phrase "must remain vigilant" to implore the continued commitment to anti-terror efforts. This example will be described in more details in the result section.
Teamwork and Collaboration. The preceding processes for semantic convergence are largely built from individual incentives and habits. For example, Senators would not need to explicitly work together or choose to speak similarly for them to rely on the same basic categories or for one Senator to copy the arguments or imitate the rhetorical innovations of another. At the other end of the spectrum is the purposeful teamwork and collaboration. When individuals work together, they must negotiate a shared language which facilitates communication about the topics on which they are working [61] . Having identified a shared language and way of framing a situation, it is easier for others to adopt the same terminology.
In these cases, the terms used are explicitly agreed to by all members of the group [62, 63] . The joint authorship of public statements is in this way similar to co-sponsorship of bills [41] . The time required to develop and negotiate a jointly acceptable statement should be substantially less than that required to develop and negotiate jointly acceptable legislation, however. The two may also overlap, as politicians agree to collaborate in their communication to support their collaborative work on legislation.
For example, in February, 2012, 14 Democratic Senators wrote a letter to the Senate to pass a "payroll tax cut." This letter was then followed by 35 other Senators (mostly Democrats) using this phrase in their own public statements. In this case, explicit collaboration and the semantic burst it produced appeared to push the term onto the agenda for others to consider.
Summary. We are interested in identifying relationships of strategic communication coordination via the observation of rapid semantic convergence. In this section we have reviewed theoretical arguments that suggest that rapid semantic convergence can be an indicator of higher level processes influenced by needs for coordination and collaboration. In the next section, we begin by demonstrating how our algorithm detects semantic convergence. We also present a method for detecting explicitly negotiated convergent communication in the form of jointly authored public statements.
Based on these patterns of convergence, we then build network structures showing the underlying coordination relationships between individual senators. We then explore how these explicit collaborations and implicit coordination and diffusion relationships correspond to a other measures of Senator attributes, positions, and network structures.
Method

Data
As of March 2012 we have gathered 0.4 million documents from the public statements of Members of the US Congress from the Vote Smart Project website 6 . Fig. 1 shows the number of public statement documents gathered in our dataset. According to Vote Smart, the public statements include any press releases, statements, newspaper articles, interviews, blog entries, newsletters, legislative committee websites, campaign websites and cable news show websites (Meet the Press, This Week, etc.) that contain direct quotes from the official 7 . In this study we focus on the statements made by the members of the 112th Senate, during the period between January 2011 and March 2012. We retrieve the individual attributes for the Members of Congress using Sunlight Congress API 8 . 
Semantic Burst Detection
Our goal is to identify a set of instances from the public statements of the Members of Congress where the use of certain words is shared among a group of members more frequently then usual and the use is concentrated within a short period of time. Such instances of semantic convergence are indicative of unobserved processes among the members that potentially influence the product of semantic convergence (in the observed public statements). We call an instance of bursty use of words "infection instance." For each of the identified infection instances, we can derive certain social relationships within the infected population. The overall procedure include three steps: (1) burst n-gram detection, (2) n-gram infection instance extraction, and (3) social network construction. We describe each step in the following. We first parse the corpus of public statements to construct a term-document sparse matrix, where an entry (i, j) indicates the number of occurrences of term i in document j. The terms are n-grams with highest tf-idf weights. An n-gram is a contiguous sequence of n words from a given sequence of text. 7 In future analyses we will disaggregate the analysis by type of public statement. 8 http://services.sunlightlabs.com/docs/Sunlight_Congress_ API/ We use trigram (n = 3) in this paper. The presented analysis can be well extended to shorter or longer n-grams. Here we use trigrams because a trigram conveys more specific meaning than single word or bigram, but it has a greater advantage in terms of computational efficiency, compared with longer ngrams [64] . (Throughout this article, "n-gram", "term" and "word" are used interchangeably.) N-grams that contain stop words such as "the", "is", etc. are removed. For each non-zero entry in the term-document, we retrieve a 4-tuple (a, d, w, t) from the document metadata to represent the occurrences of a word w (n-gram) in a document d (public statement) given by an actor (i.e., a Member of Congress) at the time t. The time resolution is one day, consistent with the resolution obtained from the document metadata.
To detect a bursty use of an n-gram within a short period of time, we first construct a time series w i (t) for each n-gram w i , where: w i (t) is given by number of actors who use the n-gram at least once at the time t.
We then use the following on-line filtered derivative algorithm to detect bursts within each w i (t) sequence. In this method, a change in the mean level of a sequence of observations is locally characterized by a great absolute value of the derivative of the sample observations [23] . Since the derivative operator may be sensitive to noises, a filtering operation is applied before derivation. Specifically, we consider the discrete derivative of f k :
where f k is the decision function based on loglikelihood ratio test:
And the burst alarm is activated at t a if:
where N is a fixed sample size, δ(x) is the indicator of event x, h is the threshold for the derivative, and η is a threshold for the number of crossings of h, which is usually used for decreasing the number of alarms in the neighborhood of the change due to the smoothing operation.
In the case of an increase in the mean, the decision function f k corresponding to Eqn. 2 is:
We choose an integrating filter with N constant weights γ i , so the decision of alarm time is based on local averages of sample values. When an alarm is activated for an n-gram w, we call the pair (w, t) a candidate n-gram infection, where t = t a is the onset time of the burst region. We shall extract a set of n-gram infection instances from the candidate set. For each candidate infection, we expand the time window on both sides to [ If two candidate pairs have the same n-gram and different but overlapping infected durations, the pairs are merged to have a extended duration covering both durations. If two n-grams have the same onset time and infection instance, the two are called exchangeable ngrams and the infection instances are merged into a single instance. In other words, an infection instance may be associated with multiple n-grams if all of them are exchangeable with each other.
Network Extraction
The next step is to derive social relationships from the detected n-gram infection instances. Two types of networks are obtained from the instances: infection following and infection sharing networks.
The infection following network is calculated on the assumption that the point in time at which the actor uses the n-gram for the first time is important in the unobserved social processes. The timing makes no difference in the infection sharing network. The infection following network is a normalized weighted directed network, defined as:
where for each n-gram instance q, the edge weight between two actors a i and a j in the instance is given by:
if with t i > t j , and θ q ij = 0 otherwise. ∆t ij = t j − t i , r is the exponential decay rate and N (t i ) is the number of actors in the instance who are infected before t i . This weighted scheme assigns higher weights to actors who are infected closely in time, and are more likely to be infected before others.
A symmetric infection network is defined as:
with edge weight θ q ij = 1 for all pairs of actor (a i , a j ) in an instance q, and θ q ij = 0 otherwise.
In addition to the two networks, we observe a definite structure in our dataset -occasionally senators release exactly the same public statements on the same day via joint press release. This structure can be recognized through duplication detection of documents. We thus construct a third network to reflect this structure as a comparison. The joint press network is given by:
with edge weight θ k ij = 1 for all pairs of actor (a i , a j ) in a joint press release k, and θ k ij = 0 otherwise.
Analysis and Controls
We compare the structures of these extracted networks with additional information gathered for the Senate.
Covariate Networks. We assemble three covariate networks that are likely to be associated with the inferred networks: a shared party membership network, a shared committee membership network, and an adjacent home states network.
Shared Party Membership. Senators from the same party share substantial persuasion interests. Thus, it is expected that members of the same party will be more likely to converge semantically through explicit collaboration as well as through imitation or a shared evaluation of arguments or frames as useful.
Shared Committee Membership. Senators on the same committee might be prone to semantic convergence for several reasons. First, by virtue of working on the same committee, these Senators will likely come into contact with one another more frequently [65] . Physical proximity is an important predictor of communication and collaborative team formation [66, 67] . It is also a means through which Senators may be exposed to one another's rhetorical innovations. Also, because committees are formed to address specific issues, Senators on the same committee may share persuasive interests.
A network of shared committee membership was constructed from the Congressional Directory for the 112 Congress. A bipartite network of SenatorsCommittees was built from the directories and then projected into a one mode, weighted Senator-Senator network where a link represented the number of committees on which two Senators served together.
Adjacent Home States. Senators who come from states that are geographically close to one another may also share persuasive interests and rhetorical exposure [68] . Many issues that are important or salient for citizens of one state may also be important or salient for members of nearby states. For example, the proposed Keystone XL pipeline affects voters in the central states in which the pipeline would be constructed differently than it effects voters in coastal states. The persuasiveness of an argument or frame may also vary with local cultures [69] . Exposure to issues and to the frames in which they are described or interpreted may also correspond to geographic proximity. The reach of major media outlets, such as newspapers and television stations corresponds to the geographic boundaries of media markets, many of which cross state boundaries and thus serve adjacent states [70] .
A network of senators with geographically adjacent home states was constructed. A link between two senators in this network indicates that these senators' home states border one another. For example, Barbara Boxer (D-California) has a link to John McCain (RArizona). Senators from the same state were also given a link.
Covariate Attributes. For an exploratory analysis, we compare network centrality scores calculated from the inferred networks to several attributes of individual senators. All attribute data are taken from the Voteview database unless otherwise specified.
Year Entered Senate. This attribute captures the first year that a senator joined the Senate. For senators that have been elected or appointed in non-continuous terms (there are two in the 112th Congress), the first year is used. This measure indicates the extent of a senator's seniority and experience level. DW-Nominate. The DW-Nominate score indicates the extent to which a politician is ideologically conservative (liberals receive negative scores with large absolute values) [71] . Senators with more moderate scores may have more in common with a larger number of Senators, drawing from moderates in both parties. Senators with more extreme views may be more likely to identify arguments, evidence, or frames which support a particular point of view. These scores were taken from Voteview.com based on the calculations for the 111th Congress. Thus, senators that are new in the 112th congress were not included for this analysis unless the site provided a score based on a senators record in the House of Representatives during the 111th Congress.
Results
Detected Semantic Bursts
In this section we report results of analyses performed in the networks inferred by our method. Our method detected 783 bursts over the 426 day observation period (14 months). In Fig. 3 we show the number of detected semantic bursts (infected instances) over time and their significance in terms of individuals involved in the burst instances. Figure 4 shows the bursts used as examples in the theory section of this article. Each chart shows the daily usage of the identified trigram over the observation period. The burst periods are depicted in red. These period are identified as the high peak period and extended to seven days before and after this period.
These figures show that the detection method identifies clear bursts. In each case, the peak of the trigram usage is substantially larger than its typical usage rate. The bursts also show varying degrees of decay. These patterns may suggest manners in which the kinds of bursts may be distinguished via these methods. a) and (e) show the bursts for basic categories and named entities: "Osama bin Laden" and "free trade agreements." These are examples where external events, rather than negotiated or other less explcit coordination processes are responsible for the burst. In the case of Osama bin Laden, the absolute mean increase in infected population is 5.91 (with a 11-day average smoothing window), which means there are more than 65 more senators who used the ngram "osama bin laden" as compared to the number of senators using the same n-gram before the onset time of the infection. There are in total 91 Senators that used this name during the week before and after the onset time (Fig 4(a) red period) . For "free trade agreements," the use of this category has the absolute mean increase 3.73. Figure 4(b) shows the burst for "oil per day," a reference to a statistic regarding the projected yield from the construction of the Keystone XL pipeline. This burst is smaller in magnitude (absolute mean increase 1.45). Nonetheless, it is still clear in the picture that this is a substantial increase. The use of this phrase also appears to show a modest diffusion pattern. Once the window is closed, this phrase appears to be used more frequently than in the period prior to the window, though still at a much lower rate than during the burst itself.
Figure 4(c) shows a similar pattern for the burst in the use of the frame "two years ago." The use of this frame has absolute mean increase 1.0. This phrase was used by Republicans to refer to the failures of the Obama administration during the first half of the President's term. The burst is clearly distinct from the regular usage of the phrase, and also suggests a modest, temporary increase in the use of the phrase in subsequent weeks. Eventually the use of this frame appears to die down to pre-burst levels. Figure 4(d) shows the burst in the use of the frame "must remain vigilant." The use of this frame has a absolute mean increase .82. Prior to the burst period, covering 120 days, the phrase was used 9 times by Senators in their public statements. It was then used 24 times during the burst period. The rate of use seems to return to pre-burst levels shortly thereafter, however.
Finally, Fig. 4(f) shows the use of the phrase "payroll tax cut." This phrase was jointly agreed upon by Democratic senators in their joint press release. The burst in usage represents their jointly authored letter to the Senate. This burst showed a 2.64 absolute mean increase usage. This appears to be the third time that this phrase showed a burst. Interestingly, the prior bursts did not contain a large, joint authored press release. This suggests that the phrase had established itself as a legitimate frame prior to being one that Senators would deploy in a jointly authored document. Fig. 7 shows the examples of actual texts appearing in Senators' press release after Bin Laden's death. The phrase "must remain vigilant" was used to implore the continued commitment to anti-terror efforts. Previously, this phrase had rarely been used in the public statements of Senators. We detected that 6 senators used the phrase on May 1, 2011 9 , followed by 9 senators the next day 10 , and then another 8 over the next several days 11 . The application of this phrase did not end there, however. On the ninth day after Bin Laden's death, one Senator deployed the phrase "must remain vigilant" in a new context. Senator John Boozman of Arkansas cautioned that it was important to intensely prepare for natural disasters, stating "we all must remain vigilant to protecting ourselves and our loved ones this storm season" (Boozman, May, 9, 2011). This example provides evidence that repetition of the phrase around one event legitimated its use for other contexts.
Analysis on Extracted Networks
As shown in Fig. 5 , three types of social networks are extracted: Joint Authoring, Infection Sharing and Infection Following networks. Fig. 6 shows the Infection Following Network of Senators. Below we present the analysis results for comparing the structures of these extracted networks with one another and with additional information gathered for the Senate.
Comparing the Inferred Networks. Both the individual links and the centrality scores were compared for the three inferred networks. Centrality was computed using both a raw sum of the column scores for each senator as well as the page rank score for each senator. Both Pearson correlations and Spearman's rank correlations 9 For example, see http://www.cardin.senate.gov/newsroom/ statements_and_speeches/statement-by-us-senator-bencardin-on-death-of-osama-bin-laden 10 for these scores were extremely high (within the same network, > .99 for each network). Thus, only the page rank score is reported. Correlations between network links were computed using the Quadratic Assignment Procedure (QAP) [72] .
Infection Following Networks vs. Infection Sharing Network. These networks are built from the same data but are calculated differently. In the infection following network, infections flow in a time ordered manner. Individuals that use a bursting trigram first receive in-bound links from individuals that use the same bursting trigram at a later point in time. The weight of this link is determined by a decay function and weakens as time passes between the first individual's usage and the second's. The weight of this link is also determined by the number of other individuals that the second individual is "following." The first individual receives a stronger link from the second if he/she is the only senator that used this trigram prior to the second individual's doing so. If the second individual's usage follows a large group of senators, each senator receives a weak link only. The infection sharing network does not use any weighting. The fact that two senators each used a bursting trigram within the burst window is sufficient to give them a symmetric tie of value (count) 1. Thus the infection sharing network tends to capture shared persuasive interests -the fact that two senators chose to use the same bursting trigram -but discards information regarding innovation and diffusion, which are inherently temporal [54] .
Comparing these networks shows a strong association between the two but also some differences. The centrality scores of the two networks are highly correlated (r = .84, p < .001, df = 98). This suggests that individuals that tend to be early and alone in bursts and are thus central in the following networkare more consistent participants in bursts, whereas followers tend to be a more heterogeneous group. Thus, when followers are given equal weight to innovators (as in the infection sharing network), centrality ranking does not change substantially. Table 1 displays the top 10 senators in terms of page rank centrality for each of the three networks.
The two networks are not identical, however. The link to link correlation as calculated by the QAP procedure shows r = .325 (p < .001, using 1000 permutations). This suggests that removing timing and weights leads to substantial changes in the network.
Infection Sharing Network vs. Joint Authorship Network.
These networks include several instances of overlapping data but also distinct data points. When a joint authored document uses a trigram that participates in a burst, both networks will include this document and its authors will receive links to one another in both networks.
The infection sharing network also includes links between senators that did not co-author documents, while the joint authorship network also includes documents that did not use any bursting phrases and thus did not qualify for the infection networks.
The correlation between the network links is significant (r = .38, p < .001, using 1000 permutations). This appears sensible given that both networks share several documents in common and assign links on these shared documents in the same way. However, comparing these networks shows only a weak association in network centrality (r = .17, p = .08, df = 98). This suggests that individuals that obtain additional links in the symmetric network, by virtue of participating in solo-authored public statements using bursting trigrams, are not particularly likely to participate in other, joint-authored statements with non-bursting phrases. This could indicate that some individuals are simply more likely to communicate through solo-authored statements rather than through joint-authored statements. This may also be due to the fact that the joint authorship network shows a high degree of connectedness amongst many authors, leading many senators to have high centrality scores that are not meaningfully different from one another.
Infection Following Network vs. Joint Authorship Network. The correlation between the following infection network and the joint authorship network shows a different pattern. The centrality scores show almost no correlation (r = .001, p = .99, df = 98). This suggests that those likely to be followed are not those that are likely to co-author with others. This may be explained by the fact that some senators choose to communicate as solo authors whereas others choose to participate in group-authored documents.
Yet the networks show a significant but modest correlation (r = .12, p < .001, based on 1000 permutations). The network correlation is interesting because these two networks do not derive links from the same documents in the same way. For a joint-authored document that participates in a semantic burst, each author will receive a link to each other author for that document. They will not receive links to one another in the infection following network, however, because the co-authored usage of the bursting term is simultaneous in our data. The correlation between these networks suggests that individuals that participate in co-authored documents also obtain links from one another in other or subsequent cases. It is also possible that this correlation is simply due to common covariance with a third structure. This possibility is explored in more detail in the next section.
Comparison to Covariate Networks. This section reports results of QAP correlation analyses between the inferred networks and the covariate networks. Table 2 below shows the correlations and the significance levels. The results indicate that there is a substantial correlation between party membership and the inferred networks. There are also modest but significant correlations between the inferred networks and both committee membership and geographic adjacency of home states.
The joint authorship network shows a very strong link to party membership, but no association with shared committee membership. This suggests that collaboration is distinct from pure exposure or working together on common issues.
The results of the network correlations suggests that the bursts and burst participants detected by the method may reveal some latent coordinative and cooperative relationships that are distinct from party membership and observable collaboration. One question is whether the significant association between the infection following network and the joint authorship network remains significant when controlling for known factors that suggest senators have common interestsshard party and similar geographic origins (as occurs when they represent adjacent states). Another question is whether the significant relationships between committee membership and adjacent home states to infection following and infection sharing remain after controlling for party membership.
To test answer these questions a series of MRQAP regressions were run [73] . This technique calculates the partial correlations between a predicted network and predictor networks as in a regression. To answer the first question, the joint authorship network was regressed on the infection following network, the party affiliation network and the adjacent states network. The coefficient for infection following remained significant (p < .01), though the additional variance in the joint authorship network was reduced to .001. This suggests that a substantial portion of the shared variance between these networks was due to covaration with factors already known to indicate shared interests -party affiliation and state adjacency -however a small but significant portion remains suggesting latent affinities between particular senators.
To answer the second question, the infection following network was regressed on the party affiliation network, the committee membership network, and the geographic adjacency network. All three networks continue to show a significant correlation with the infection following network (shared party affiliation p < .001, shared committee membership p < .001, geographic adjacency p < .001). These results suggest that the infection following network captures some informal communication pattern that is not explained strictly by party affiliation.
Attribute Correlations to Network Centrality. The following analyses report first order correlations between inferred network centrality scores and the individual attribute scores. For each attribute a primary correlation is calculated using all senators and then a subset of analysis are conducted for Democrats linking to Democrats, Republicans linking to Republicans, Democrats linking to Republicans and Republicans linking to Democrats. These subsets of the overall correlation allow for validation that there are consistent underlying processes.
Year Entered Senate. Table 3 displays the correlation in network centrality for each network with the year the senator entered the senate. A positive correlation indicates that a more junior senator is more central.
The results show a significant but distinct relationship for both the infection following network and the joint authorship network. More senior senators are more likely to be followed by others, meaning that a bursting trigram used by a senior senator is likely to be used by other senators on subsequent days. These senior senators are less central in the joint authorship process, however. They may jointly author fewer press releases or they may consistently select only small number of partners.
Examining the intra-party and cross-party dynamics shows similar results. These results suggest that seniority gives an individual communicative authority. However, amongst Democrats relations to other Democrats, the pattern is different. Following of senior senators is no longer significant (r = −.07, p = .63, df = 49), while joint authorship also appears to favor more senior senators (r = −356, p < .05, df = 49).
Leadership. Table 4 displays the correlation in network centrality for each network with the a dummy variable for whether the senator holds a leadership position.
Despite the fact that only 6 senators are coded with this dummy, the results show substantial correlations. Consistent with the findings regarding seniority, senators in leadership positions appear to be less central in the joint authoring of press releases. The relationship between following and leadership is less pronounced and is not statistically significant. The reasons become somewhat clear when examining the subsets based on party identification. Table 5 shows each of the four subset networks and the correlation scores. These results suggest that Republicans show more consistent behavior with regard to leadership. They are significant in their tendency to follow Republican leadership and significant in their tendency not to jointly author documents with Democratic leadership.
Term Ending Year. Table 6 displays the correlation in network centrality for each network with the year the senator will be up for re-election. A positive correlation indicates that a senator whose re-election campaign is further in the future is more central. This measure thus captures the extent to which senators' public statements may be motivated by a more imminent re-election campaign.
This table shows no significant relationships. This may be due to the fact that the majority of the statements included in the analysis were taken from 2011 during which the nearest re-election campaign was still a year away. Analysis of the subsets shows no significant correlations or consistent patterns across subsets.
Ideology. Table 7 displays the correlation in network centrality for each network with the senator's ideology score as calculated by the DW-Nominate algorithm. A positive correlation indicates that a senator who is more conservative is more central, a negative correlation indicates that a senator who is more liberal is more central.
As might be expected, there is no consistent relationship between ideology and being followed or co-authored with. This is likely due to the partisan structure of the Senate. Table 8 shows the effect of ideology within the subsets. The correlation between ideology and the joint authorship network appears to be quite strong. As would be expected, Republicans tend to jointly author public statements with conservative Democrats and Democrats tend to jointly author public statements with liberal Republicans. It also appears that joint authorship centers on individuals in the political extremes of the parties, with Democrats favoring liberal Democrats and Republicans favoring conservative Republicans. The relationships for infection following are more difficult to parse. The one significant relationship is for Democrats following more liberal Democrats.
Discussion
Review of Findings We described four basic mechanisms which might lead politicians to show rapid semantic convergence. Our method of examining bursts in trigram usage suggests that each of these mechanisms appears to operate on the communication behavior of U.S. Senators at least part of the time. While we have not examined each individual detected burst to determine which mechanism most likely gave rise to it, the examples we have examined suggest that these theoretical categories are a good starting point for further investigation.
Outside of the convergence due to shared basic categories and names, the other processes rely on some form of social coordination. We capture these social coordination mechanisms broadly with three distinct networks: the infection following network, the infection sharing network, and the jointly authored network. The first two are built from the detection of semantic bursts, while the jointly authored network is constructed from the detection of identical documents shared by different authors.
Analyses of these networks suggests that identifying rapid semantic convergence reveals a meaningful social structure. The infection following network showed an independent relationship to the shared committee membership and geographic adjacency network even when party affiliation was controlled for. This suggests that the relationship has some basis in shared interests that may be issue specific or common exposure to frames or arguments. Exposure may be through face-toface interaction via committee work or joint authorship or through media that are common to several senators home states. The fact that the infection following network showed a small but significant correlation to the joint authorship network suggests that face-to-face interactions may play a role.
The network centrality scores for the infection following network and the joint authored network also revealed some interesting patterns. Results suggested that more senior senators and senators in leadership positions were more likely to participate early in semantic bursts and be subsequently followed in the usage of bursting terms by others. By contrast, these individuals were less likely to jointly author with other individuals.
One explanation for this phenomenon is that these more senior senators do not need to establish ties to other senators in order to have a credible or authoritative voice. In a sense, it may require a coauthored letter or press release by several junior senators to achieve the same impact as a senator in a leadership position might achieve with a soloauthored document. Research in inter-organizational partnerships suggests that this ability to operate free of the constraints of others is an indicator of an organization's power [74, 75] .
Another explanation for this phenomenon is that more junior senators and senators without leadership positions jointly author many statements that do not qualify for bursts. If this were the case, they could acquire central positions in the joint network without our method finding that they have followers. While this phenomenon does not account for the significance of more senior members as leaders, it suggests a partial explanation for the observed discrepancy.
Our results also suggest some interesting similarities and differences between the parties. As would be expected, members of both parties are more likely to jointly author statements with members of the opposing party that are closer to them ideologically. Members of both parties also seem to jointly author statements within the party with members that represent the ideological extremes. This may be additional evidence of the recent polarization in American politics [44, 76] .
Following relationships are not as clear cut, however, as most results within and across parties were not statistically significant. One exception is the behavior of Republicans with respect to party leadership. Republicans are significantly more likely to follow their own leaders, and significantly less likely to jointly author statements with Democratic leaders. This may be because Republicans, in general, are more disciplined or because, as the minority party in the 112th Senate, they find it necessary to be more strategic in their communication.
There were no significant results for the extent to which a Senator's re-election was imminent. This may be due to the fact that the majority of the data reflect a period more than a year before the next election. Limitations. This study develops a new method based on a theoretical understanding of semantic convergence. As such the methodology has yet to be refined and poses some limitations. First, as our method was exploratory, it has not been refined to distinguish between the theoretical mechanisms which lead to semantic convergence. The method identified numerous examples which we manually analyzed to determine how they fit into the theoretical framework. Further testing is required to see whether this method is sufficiently sensitive to convergence due to each mechanism, and at this point no claim regarding the accuracy of the tool can be made.
Another limitation in this approach is the reliance on temporal measurement at the daily level. News cycles are often very short and it may be that many important processes are taking place within a single day. At the same time, many important communication decisions may be made over long periods of time and day-today distinctions between when senators use particular phases may be theoretically meaningless. That is, the individuals that use phrases first may simply have more efficient press secretaries. The high correlation between the centrality scores for the infection following and the infection sharing networks suggest that such a process is unlikely to be distorting the results in this study, however it remains a limitation of a method that relies on data that is time stamped in a manner that may not be theoretically appropriate.
Thirdly, the conclusions drawn from the analyses of these networks must remain tentative as the data were collected for only a small number of individuals (100 Senators) over a particular period of time. The modest sample size, particularly for variables such as leadership and ideology, particularly when applied within parties, substantially limits the statistical power of the analyses. Furthermore, the fact that these data reflect a particular point in time may have introduced noise from particular events or circumstances in that time period.
Suggestions for Further Research. Based on these initial findings we suggest the following avenues for further research. First, a variety of techniques may be useful in helping to distinguish the theoretical causes of semantic convergence. Potential techniques include the use of sentiment indicators to distinguish framed or persuasive language from categorical or naming language. It may also be possible to identify categories and names by using a dictionary of proper names or words that indicate political entities, such as "act" "office" and "department." Other techniques might involve inspecting the distributions before, during and after bursts. There may be particular signatures associated with the manner in which frames gain adherents as opposed to entities or evidence.
Adding additional data from the House of Representatives and other session of congress is also likely to improve the analysis. Additional observations will add statistical power as well as offer the opportunity to test for longitudinal dynamics, including the influence of elections and the development of following and collaboration relationships over time.
The interesting results regarding the joint pressrelease network also suggest these joint press releases could be analyzed in their own right. The individual predictors and emergent structure for this behavior may complement other analyses of political collaboration, such as those done on co-sponsorship networks.
Analyses of the role of surrounding media as both an initiator and follower of bursts in politicians' statements will also be of interest. Substantial research has examined opinion leadership and agenda setting by treating media coverage as a dependent variable [7, 40, 76, 77] . Little research has examined the ways in which politicians may themselves be influenced by media coverage. While politicians with focused agendas and a specific set of targeted constituents may not adjust their positions in response to media trends or news cycles, they may still rely on the media to fortify them with arguments, evidence and rhetorical innovations which they can use to advocate for their positions. The method described in this article offers a means of detecting such cases should they occur.
Conclusion
In this article we presented a method of detecting strategic communication coordination amongst politicians through the detection of semantic convergence in the form of bursts in the use of particular phrases. A variety of analyses suggest that the technique is able to identify otherwise difficult to observe relationships and alliances amongst political actors, as well as structural patterns that suggest the dynamics of cooperative behavior among the community members.
